
CoSPs are enterprises. Many offer cloud services and 

consume relevant IT workloads. Additionally, Intel Optane 

DC persistent memory is hugely beneficial for emerging 

telco workloads that require high capacity, low latency, 

and high availability – for example, analytics and artificial 

intelligence (AI) for cognitive networking and operational 

support system/business support system (OSS/BSS) 

modernization, ultra-low latency distributed memory for 

cloud-native 5G infrastructure, high-availability subscriber 

databases for virtual evolved packet core (vEPC) and for 

virtual IP multimedia subsystem (vIMS), next-generation 

firewalls, live linear content delivery networks (CDNs), and 

in-memory databases. 

How does it help CoSPs?Q

A

Q

A

What is Intel® Optane™ DC persistent memory?

Intel® Optane™ DC persistent memory combines DRAM-like low latency performance with 

solid state-drive (SSD)-class capacities and persistency characteristics, allowing for very large 

memory footprints close to the processor.
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What benefits does it bring to network automation, 
security, OSS/BSS 4.0 and service assurance?Q

Emerging 5G and internet of things (IoT) workloads are causing subscriber numbers to explode, 

while network slicing and function virtualization escalate complexity and risk. By harnessing 

network telemetry, call data reports, sensor data, billing records and many more operational 

signals, CoSPs are beginning to employ big data analytics, machine learning and AI to make 

sense of it all. Root cause analysis, 5G slice policies, fraud detection, network self-healing/

optimization, energy management, intelligent software rollouts, fault prediction, service 

assurance, and OSS/BSS modernization suddenly become more manageable. Intel Optane 

DC persistent memory enables near real-time analytics of huge volumes of data directly in 

memory at various locations in the network, such as in the OSS/BSS, the next-generation 

central office, and at the orchestration layer. 

A

Classical CDNs employ storage for video-on-demand (VoD). However, the recent explosion of live 

linear content, such as live sports, Augmented reality (AR) / Virtual reality (VR), immersive media, 

OTT broadcast TV, social media and democratization of broadcasting, doesn’t require video to be 

stored. Rather, it must be streamed immediately. Caching and buffering in fast memory instead 

of slow storage is forcing CDN providers to reachitect their solutions. The ability to provision 

content at the edge, closer to the user, for a faster, better user experience is critical. Each video 

stream consumes more bandwidth as we move from HD to 4K and to 360-degree stereoscopic 

8K. Intel Optane DC persistent memory offers large memory capacity of up to 3TB per socket 

at significantly lower costs than DRAM. It can also facilitate more streams per server when 

comparing against DRAM systems in equivalent price ranges. 

And what about CDNs?

A
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Q

A

Q And subscriber databases? 

Networks use multiple multi-terabyte subscriber databases 

- home subscriber service (HSS), home location register 

(HLR), and mobility management engine (MME) database 

instances, and policy and charging rules function (PCRF) - to 

provision services to their users and roaming visitors as they 

move between cells and networks. Additionally, multimedia 

communications with vIMS use enumerated (ENUM) databases 

to map phone numbers to URIs and SIP addresses. Obviously, 

these databases cannot afford to go offline and must be 

responsive, so fast data duplication for failover, as well as fast 

restart, are critical. Holding subscriber entries in persistent 

memory that can rapidly replicate and almost instantly restart 

without reloading from storage is ideal.

A

Absolutely. Subscriber databases, as mentioned above, aren’t the only elements sensitive to 

downtime. Any large database, even for IT operations, can be subject to both planned and 

unplanned downtime. Simply applying security patches and upgrading software can force 

databases to restart. Avoiding security and software updates is extremely dangerous. 

Downtime is our biggest nightmare, can it help  
with this?Q

A

The advent of cloud-native infrastructure with containerized workloads is compelling for telecom 

networking since system resources can be added or subtracted anytime, even in the event of system 

failure, yet all the data and compute continues without skipping a beat. Cloud-native systems 

separate state information from the business logic into a separate distributed and shared storage 

layer across numerous nodes. Typically this data is held in SSDs or, for low latency systems such 

as 5G networks, into costly battery-backed RAM or expensive RAMdisk. Intel Optane DC persistent 

memory conveniently enables a distributed, low-latency, shared memory system that can behave as 

super fast storage and is fully software configurable. New technologies allow not only for data tiering 

into hot, warm, cold, but also allow for optimizing the locality of data so that it is almost instantly 

available for low latency, real-time workloads such as voice (VoLTE), robotics, drones, and more.

How does it help with cloud-native infrastructure?



And what about data replication and back-ups?

Intel Optane DC persistent memory is part of the 2nd generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor 

platform and is available from leading OEMs now.

Great, how do I sign up?Q

A

Learn More
Intel® Network Builders
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Of course. Remote direct memory access (RDMA) over Ethernet or PCIe provides the option to 

directly read and write to remote databases from Intel Optane DC persistent memory without having 

to directly access CPU resources. Doing direct memory to memory writes reduces the latency of 

accesses between memory devices and lowers costs since the read-write no longer hasto go through 

the CPU. Thus, providing faster redundancy for failover. 

A

https://networkbuilders.intel.com/
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/optane-dc-persistent-memory.html
http://intel.com

